FACT SHEET

Routes and deliveries, simplified.
TAKE THE HASSLE OUT OF YOUR SHIPPING OPERATIONS.

What is Dispatch?
Dispatch simplifies complicated shipping processes,
saving you time as you create, assign, and track routes.
Available on Desktop and Mobile devices, it’s designed
to give you a bird’s-eye view over the entire shipping

With Dispatch, you can:
Save static routes to use as templates
Calculate weight and other package data
Plan driver pools

process, from establishing and tweaking routes, to

Color-coordinate routes for easy scheduling

communicating with drivers without lags or wait time,

Store all driver and route information in one hub

at any given moment.
You should use Dispatch if:
Scheduling shipments and routes is a tedious
process
Visibility into your shipments is limited
You have difficulty communicating with drivers
while they’re on the road
What does Dispatch look like in action?
Dispatch isn’t just a tracking tool — it’s optimized

How does Dispatch help you save money?
Dispatch is an olympic-grade time saver that
streamlines your route planning into a lean, moneysaving machine. By clearly displaying route, truck,
and driver schedules on the Dispatch Board, Dispatch
makes it easy to spot time-saving delivery options that
allow you to more efficiently manage your trucking
schedule. Easily relieve drivers, refine routes, schedule
rest stops, and more. View the schedule for one day
or for weeks at a time — whatever helps you get the
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to keeping you in the loop on where your packages are

job done.

to make every part of the delivery process simple
and easily repeatable. View all scheduled delivery
drop functionality to update, remove, or reschedule
routes in a matter of seconds. Easily compare drivers’
availabilities, and set up check-in and check-out points
for updated delivery statuses while they’re en route.
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routes from one window, and use the drag-and-

